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Web Order
To facilitate the administration of various types of orders Nilex have developed a 
new module in which the users themselves can order through a web interface. It 
can be all from create, modify or to delete an account or order hardware, software 
or communications. The module creates a HelpDesk case only when the order is 
approved. When an order is complete a e-mail will be sent to the responsible mana-
ger and in the text there is a link that is connected to the order via a Web interface. 
By clicking on the link the responsible manager get a window where he either can 
approve or reject the order. 
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The administrator of the module writes in which of the responsible managers who are permitted to 
accept different orders. When the user has finished his order, it will automatically be sent as an e-mail 
to the responsible manager. In the e-mail there is a hyperlink and by using the link the manager can 
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By handling large volumes of orders, there is a Web interface where administrators log in and manage 
their orders which either will be approved or rejected. 
In the administrator position you can register an unlimited number of computer packages and 
administrator can decide what each computer package shall contain of and you can put up any number 
of additional equipment that you want users to be able to order. 


